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The 777 is a new meta, and there are at least three other ways to do Void damage, but otherwise a good nice job explaining a lot of this. I just got back to Warframe a couple of months ago (after a 5-year hiatus) and was baffled by all the new content. I just figured out the idea with PoE and OV and I'm working on the last bit of standing up
with everyone. Fu. Thanks for the exhaust rundown. going to make my 4th amp now and hoping to create something slightly decent! I know Shraksun Scaffold is the only thing most people even admit to exists when it comes to Eidolons, but I want to know about Prisms anyway as I really enjoy using Phahd Scaffold for other content. I
have been using Shwaak for centuries and I wonder if Lega or Clamore can compare to it. Do they pierce to hit several parts of the body, as Swaak does, or do their flames stop after being hit once? 600.0 Short range, wide-angle energy release - In the game Description Klamora Prism is a component of Amp, available as a single-name
drawing from Little Duck. It changes the Operator's Void Ray to shoot from short range, but a very wide beam of destructive energy. The plan is sold by Little Duck for 3,000 3,000 standing up and requires a rank tool to buy. It is also a possible award for promotion to the instrument with Vox Solaris. These weapons do extremely empty
damage. Benefits: Disadvantages: Associated with Lega Prism for the least damaging base of all parts of the prism. Low status chance. Limited range of 13 meters. A very inefficient energy economy. Fast energy consumption consumes 30 energy per second (in-game stats show 125/s, but that's wrong). TipsEdit works well with Plaga
Brace because the Klamora energy pool is depleted very quickly, and therefore the delay of regeneration occurs very often. Due to the large width of the beam and the hole, it can easily hit several Limbs Eidolons simultaneously for significant damage without much customization. The HistoryEdit Hotfix 25.6.3 patch has been fixed by the
continuous fire of Klamora Prism, which was damaged by the frames. As reported here. Hotfix 25.5.1 More fixes to the Klamora prism that appear to be rotating in the diorama of the Amp Operator building. The 24.2 Amps update is a weapon that only the Operator can own. Operator mode is unlocked after the Second Dream quest is
completed. They are mainly used to wash away the Shields of Eidlon on the plains of Eidolon and to reset the resistance of the Sentents and Stalker. Their use outside of this is quite limited as operators are too squishy outside of Void mode and Amp damage is not scaled well enough to take down high-level enemies. Since the main case
of use for Amps is taking down Eidolon shields (which are immune to all other types of damage), this guide will prioritize recommending Amp builds that are good on Eidolons. Outside of Eidolons, a wide range of Amps is sufficient for low to medium content. All amplifiers are built of three components: Prism Scaffold, Scaffold and brace.
Prisms of The Prism The main fire amp while scaffolds identify secondary fire. These parameters can range from single target beams to AoE explosive grenades. Braces affect amplifier characteristics such as critical chance, status chance, refill rate, and recharge delay. All amps consume their own bar energy instead of consuming
ammunition, so replenishing the stats to affect the regeneration of this energy bar. PrismsCetus Raplak (1) Semiauto, long-range, accurate hit-scan Shwaak (2) Semiauto, medium-range, punch-piercing Granmu (3) Ran (4) Full-auto, long-range shotsFortuna Cantic (5/F1) thin pavilion married to shutter-governor allows fast-yet economical
fire. Lega (6 / F2) Releases a Rousboth Attack That Damages Over Time Klamora (7/F3) Short Range, Wide-Angle Energy ReleaseScaffoldsCetus Pencha (1) Charged Beam, similar to Arch Plasmor Sraksun (2) Small Air Balloon with Wet Breadrick (3) Fahd (4) Powerful shots bounce between targetsFortuna Exard (5/ F1) Explosion
grenade launcher Dissic (6 / F2) Lob powerful fragmentary explosive charge Propa (7 / F3) Throws out a large proximity mine, which is caused by the passage of foesBracesCetus Clapkra (1) Juttni (2) -1 second Amp Recharge delay Lohrin (3) 12% Amp Critical and Status Chance Anspata (4) No 20 And Energy Pool No 15/s Energy
Recharge RateFortuna Suo (5 / F1) 100 And Energy Pool No. 2s Amp Recharge Delay Plaga (6 /F2) -20 Amp Energy Pool -1.5s Amp Recharge Delay Certus (7/F3)Gilding AmpGilding Amplifier increases its stats to their true values. First, you need to increase amp rank to level 30. Once you've done that, you can go to either Onkko's
Cetus or Little Duck in Fortune to gild it as soon as you reach the third title in any syndicate. This resets the rank back to 0 and you will have to re-align it to the maximum. There was an error that caused damage to the Eidolons when gilding the amps with Cetus parts on the Little Duck. We don't know if this bug has been fixed yet, so be
careful of the gilding amp on Little Duck.It it's worth noting that only gold-plated amplifiers reward XP Mastery for alignment. Amps, like most modular elements, provide XP skill only based on the first component used to create them. In this case, this Prism means that you can get a total of 24,000 Mastery XP, if you max the amp for each
of the 7 Prisms that are currently available along with the starter Mote Amp.Amp Noklaature Before we recommend a better build, let's quickly cover amp items to avoid confusion. Amps are named/called players based on their Prism, Scaffold and brackets. For example, 1-2-1 or 121 Amp consists of Level 1 Prism, Tier 2 Scaffold and Tier
1 Brace. Levels are determined based on as soon as the amp part is unlocked in the syndicates of the quills / Vox Solaris. To make your life easier, we've included the appropriate number for each part of Amp in the list of parts we've provided above. Parts of the Fortuna amplifier are named on the basis of one of two methodologies: 5 to 7
or F1 through For example, 5-4-6 consists of Level 1 Prism from Fortune, Tier 4 from Cetus and Tier 2 Brace from Fortune. This can be a bit confusing, so we prefer to say F1-4-F2 instead. If you've ever felt lost with what names mean, just refer to the part list above that shows both naming methods for each part of the amplifier. The best
Amp for BuildAs we mentioned earlier, amps' main purpose is to damage the Eidolon shields. Thus, the best amplifier to create is usually the amplifier that makes the highest DPS for Eidolons. If your goal is to use Amp in conventional missions, we recommend trying Propa Scaffold as it is a decent ability cc damage that scales to about
30 - 40 normal enemies. Eidolons is not affected by the status effects, which means that the highest priority for brackets is either high energy efficiency or high critical chance. Most players agree that a critical chance excels, leading to Lohrin Brace (3) brackets being the most common option for a long time. However, Fortune brought with
it brackets with an even higher critical chance: Certus (F3). We recommend using Certus for almost any Amp build regardless of your purpose. Since Prism and Scaffold affect Amp fire modes, one of the two will always be superior to flushing the Eidolon shields. In this case, Shraksun Scaffold is by far the best option for flushing Eidolon
shields thanks to its innate sniffing lets up multiple, high-impact hits. As a result, you will only need to use alt-fire in Eidolons so the Choice Prism is quite an option. We suggest trying Rahn Prism (4) as this is a solid option to change the vulnerability of The Taker Profit Shield. Feel free to choose which Prism is best for you.
Recommended build: X - 2 - F3Wrapping It UpAmps is a weapon owned by the Operator. In general, they are considered relatively weak compared to the many primary, secondary, and near-range weapons available to the player. In addition, Warframe's capabilities are overwhelmingly powerful meaning that there is almost no reason to
use operator mode for long periods of time. However, Amps play a key role in Eidolon battles as they are the only type of weapon that can knock down their shields. At the moment, their use is mostly limited to this. This may change in the future, but for now we recommend you focus your Amp builds based on Eidolon fights. Feel free to
share your thoughts in the comments below about the best Amp builds and how you would like to take on the Eidolons. Amp is an operator's weapon created by Oncco in the enclave of quiels in Ketus. The amplifiers consist of 3 interchangeable parts: Prism, which acts as the main mechanism of fire, Scaffold, which determines the
secondary mechanics of fire, and brackets, which Increase the stat to 2 firing modes. Like the sau, Amps can be gilded for flat increasing statistics as well as providing a skill rating. Rating. Rating. warframe klamora prism build. prisma klamora warframe
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